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BOOK REVIEWS
THORSTEN SELLIN [Ed.1
THE CRIMINAL,
THE PUBLIC.

THE JUDGE AND
By Franz Alex-

ander,M. D., and Hugo Staub. xx
+238 pp. Macmillan Company,
New York. 1931. $2.50.
Whatever may be one's personal
belief in the complete validity of
the Freudian doctrines, one cannot
deny the value of certain of Freud's
contributions to the understanding
of conduct. We are therefore glad
to have here presented by a distinguished pupil of Freud an authoritative exposition of the psychoanalytical attitude toward criminal
conduct. In preparing this exposition Dr. Alexander has been assited by an experienced attorney
who is himself a student of psychoanalysis.
First of all, the authors point out
that from the social point of view
it is important that the public's
sense of justice be not outraged
either by improper acquittals or by
too drastic or undeserved punishment. Psychologically, an impairment of confidence in civil authority
is likely to result in a lowering of
the inhibitions (Super-Ego, conscience) which tend to maintain
socially acceptable conduct in. the
individual. Justice thus has a positive and practical, as well as an
abstract value, both for the public
and for the offender.
The following classification of
criminals is offered (pp.53-54):
"1. The neurotic criminal, whose
hostile activity against society is
a result of an intropsychic conflict between the social and anti-

social components of his personality; this conflict, like that of a
psychoneurosis, comes from impressions of earliest childhood
and from circumstances of later
life (psychological etiology).
"2. The normal criminal, whose
phychic organization is similar to
that of the normal individual,
except that he identified himself
with criminal prototypes (sociological etiology).
"3. The criminal whose criminality is conditioned by some
pathological process of organic
nature (biological etiology).
"These three classes consist of
individuals who, as a result of
some definite, organic or psychic
factors, become criminals; they
are phronic criminals; there exist in addition a number of normal
individuals who, under certain
specific conditions become acute
criminals. The criminal act of the
acute type is not characteristic
of any special group of people; as
a matter of fact, every human
individual, without exception, under certain conditions and situations, is capable of a transgression
of the law. The outstanding fact
in such crimes is not the peculiarity of the person who committed
it, but the singularity of the circumstances which led to it..."
Concerning the moot subject of
responsibility, the following paszage
illustrates the authors' views (p.
74) :
"The practical concept of responsibility can thus be replaced by
the scientific concept of the de-
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gree and mode of participation
of the Ego in a given act.
If one would insist on the use of
the term responsibility, we may
say that an individual can be held
responsible for his action only insofar as his conscious Ego took
part in it. This would mean, then,
that by means of warning, explanation, punishments, or threats,
we may succeed in influencing the
future behavior of a given criminal only insofar as his conscious
Ego has influence on his hehavior."
The Freudian concept of the unconscious need of punishment as a
motivating force in criminal conduct is presented in an analogic and
not especially ccnvincing manner.
The authors recognize frankly the
facts that the motives which normally lead a patient to his physician
are notably absent in the case of
the accused person who is about. to
be studied psychiatrically. This fact,
plus the length of time required for
analysis may cause one to doubt
whether the analytic approach to the
criminal is likely soon to be a
practical one.
The volume contains much that
is controversial, but presents it in a
non-belligerent manner. A reading
of it must prove stimulating, whether
or not one agrees. The authors have
performed a genuine service, not
only in presenting the orthodox
Freudian views on criminality, but
in pointing out the defects in our
present system of "justice" and in
emphasizing the need of study and
understanding of the offender in
dealing intelligently with the problem of crime.
WINFRED OVERHOLSER, M. D.
Massachusetts Department of Mental diseases.
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By Clifford

R. Shaw. xv+280 pp. University
of Chicago Press, 1931. $3.00.
The volume under consideration
is the second of a series of case
studies prepared under the direction
of Dr. Shaw in connection with the
Institute for Juvenile Research and
the Behavior Research Fund of
Chicago. The earlier volume, The
Jack-Roller, revealed the processes
involved in the rehabilitation of a
delinquent boy, whose behavior difficulties were apparently overcome
through helpful contacts and treatment. In the present work two
youths are studied, who are serving
long sentences in an Illinois penal
institution for the very serious offense of holdup with a gun and
rape. The bulk of the volume is
given over to the story of Sidney Blotzman, the more intelligent and dominating of the youths.
The life story of the other boy,
George Gerade, is given in an appendix to the volume. Before the
text oi Sidney's story there are
presented four chapters giving the
newspapers' account of the crime,
and the vehement public reaction, a
description of the "delinquency
area" in which the. boys lived, a
brief account of the criminal records
of the companions of the boys, an
outline of Sydney's own record of
delinquency, and a statement of his
family backgrounds, taken largely
from the records of social agencies.
The circumstances of the boy
form a familiar pattern in studies
of delinquency. His Jewish parents
live in an impoverished condition
in a slum area adjacent to the Loop.
His father is alcoholic, and has a
long record of abuse and neglect of
the family. The mother is devoted
and hard-working, but during Syd-
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ney's earlier years she has had to
leave him to the degenerating influences of the neighborhood. There
is an older brother who by contrast is shown to be a model boy,
fulfilling dutifully his religious and
family obligations, including reguler contributions towards the support of the family. Sidney's relationships with the brother and
father are unfortunate. The father
brutally rejects him for his misconduct, while the older brother
irritates rather than helps Sidney,
because of the former's exemplary
conduct. On the other hand, the
one bright spot in the picture is
relationship
with his
Sidney's
mother, whose affection follows him
through all his tragic experiences.
The child's delinquencies began at
the early age of seven, when he was
arrested in a shoplifting escapade
in company with two older boys.
Thereon for nine years his delinquencies are continuous, becoming
graver the while. His associates in
crime are always, until the last
offense, with older boys, as he has
the intelligence to play up to them,
and has a satisfaction in his accepted status with them. His schooling carried him only a little beyond
the grammar grades, and, in general,
he experiences a woeful lack of any
sort of constructive or helpful contacts. Meanwhile, he runs the gamut
of correctional institutions, managing at least five escapes. At sixteen
years, just prior to his last offense,
he is found to be a member of a
notorious club of adult criminals,
several of whom are on Chicago's
list of "public enemies." His last
crime, which sent him and his pal to
what is presumably the Illinois Reformatory on twenty year sentences,
was no less than the holdup of a
man and a girl in a car at the point
of a gun, forcing the man out, and

conducting the girl to an isolated
spot where the rape was committed,
both boys participating. Rehearsing
his deed at the club with bravado,
he shocked even his older associates,
who gave his name to the police
when the place was visited.
Sidney's own story, which covers
seven chapters of the volume, is a
tragically moving tale, beginning
with his earliest experiences in
crime, and carrying him through his
finfal
arrest, conviction and incarceration. The details of his account
are carefully checked for their accuracy, and are believed by Shaw
to be substantially accurate. The
language of the boy. is amazingly
mature, though we are told that
only slight modifications were made
in his written statement7 before
publication. Moreover, the story has
an extraordinary grip and drive,
that holds the reader as little else
in the way of narrative writing is
able to do. What the incentives to
such a performance were we are not
told, except that he was given only
the faintest leads, and informed that
he could expect no leniency of sentence for his cooperation in the project. It is no part of this review to
rehearse the details of the story,
except tq say that it carries us
through his early experiences with
gangs, relates his adventures in
bumming over the country, shows
us the inside of the children's correctional institutions, reveals him
becoming "a big shot" with hardened criminals, and at last "making
the front page" through his final
exploit. Then follows a vivid account of his experiences with the
detectives and the trial court, and of
the early years of his long sentence
in the penal institution. The whole
account gives a wabbly appearance
to the "foundations of the social
order" and the "scales of justice" I
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But is not as a diatribe against our
social institutions that Dr. Shaw
and his collaborator, Mr. Maurice
E. Moore, have prepared this volume. It is rather as a contribution
to the scientific understanding of
criminal behavior. Professor Burgess in an Editor's Preface hopes
for a number of such histories for
testing their value in the scientific
study of human behavior. We should
have more for comparison and the
accumulation of evidence of this
sort. But one has the feeling that
one such study, assuming that it is
thorough-going and accurate, is as
much or more revealing, than any
amount of statistical deductions that
can be made from, a number of
them. As Cooley would say, each is
a unique segment of life, and, as
such, has validity in our understanding of life processes.
The final interpretations by Dr.
Shaw, and the discussions of the
case by Professor Burgess and the

Hon. Mary M. Bartelme are hopeful in setting forth the categorical
and practical implications of the
case, and are wisely reduced to
brevity. One should add that a psychiatrist diagnosed Sidney as "psychopathic" and "egocentric", terms
which fade out when thrown against
the terrific social experiences of the
lad. But far be it from me to start
an argument!
ARTHUR EvANs WOOD.

University of Michigan.
CRIMINAL

CAROLINA.

PROCEDURE

IN

NORTH

By George Raymond

Sherrill. x+, 173 pp. University
of North Carolina Press, Chapel
Hill, 1930. $3.00.
Professor Sherrill has made an
analysis of the criminal cases disposed of by the Supreme Court of
North Carolina from 1890 to 1927

inclusive. In this period the Court
decided 1842 cases, of which 1243
were affirmed, 480 reversed and remanded and 119 reversed. The
cases classified by years with the
action of the Court, by nature of
the crime committed and, as to the
cases reversed, by the nature of the
error committed by the lower Court,
are tabulated and these tables discussed by the author. The principal types of errors on account of
which the Supreme Court felt compelled to reverse were, in the order
of their frequency, improper instructions to the jury by the trial
judge, admissiort or, rejection of
evidence, defective indictments, constitutional questions, improper judgments on special verdicts and errors
in the form of the verdict. Two
hundred and thirty-one reversals,
nearly half of thd total number,
were on account of errors in instructing the jury. The author
believes this large number is due in
great measure to a statute dating
back to 1796 which forbids the judge
from expressing any opinion on the
weight of the evidence in the case
and cites some of the cases in support of this belief.
The author has also provided a
chapter setting out the legislation
relating to criminal procedure passed
from time .to time in North Carolina. The book has for the most
part the form and apparently the
aim of an unbiased factual inquiry
but at the end appears the cloven
hoof of the reformer in the last
chapter on "The Possibilities of
Judicial Reform."
EDWARD LINDSEY.

Warren, Pa.

REFORMATORIES FOR WOMEN IN

UNITED STATES.

Lekkerkerker,

THE

By Eugenia C.
LL.D.

xv+615
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pp. J. B. Wolters, Groningen,
1931.
To one who has followed the
literature of the administration of
criminal justice and penal affairs
in general in the United States during the last few years, filled as it
has been with a record of the failures and shortcomings in this field,
this book comes as a cheering ray
of light in an otherwise gloomy
landscape.
The study undertaken by Dr.
Lekkerkerker brings together an
astonishing mass of material in regard to reformatories in general,
and particularly for women, which
has never before been assembled,
digested and organized for use. It
forms an invaluable hand-book for
workers in the reformatory field
and will prove a guide for those
who are responsible for new undertakings on behalf of women delinquents. It might with profit be read
by the wardens of our penitentiaries!
The fact that the material for
the book has been derived entirely
from American sources is the reason
ascribed by the author for presenting the book to us in English, and
her word of apology for its quality
is quite unnecessary, for it is amazingly good. Her legal preparation
combined with special training in
the field of social work, and her
human insight and understanding
provide a rather remarkable preparation and equipment for the consideration of the complex problems
involved.
The subject matter is considered
under seven general headings:
Criminality, Law Enforcement and
Penal Methods in the United States
with especial reference to women;
History, Theoretical and Legal
Foundations of the Women's Reformatory; Population and Classi-

fication of Reformatory Inmates;
The Institution Management and
Equipment; The Committment; The
Reformatory Treatment; and, Last
Summary and Conclusions.
As a field for study, Dr. Lekkerkerker finds the United States a
sociological laboratory with its 49
criminal codes, State and Federal;
with its extraordinary racial mixtures with their varied traditions
and cultures; and with its great
variety of administrative practice.
The lack of authentic and comparable criminal statistics, however,
makes it impossible to draw conclusions as between states or between the United States and foreign
countries as to the actual incidence
of crime among women and the
results of reformatory treatment.
For example, sex 6ffenses which
bring so large a percentage of women into our reformatories do not
warrant punishment in Denmark.
The reformatory movement for
women in the United States had its
inception in 1869 in Indiana and
aimed to correct the deplorable conditions under which women and
girls of all ages and degree of
criminality were housed, scattered
among jails, workhouses, and
prisons. There are now 19 State
reformatories in eighteen states and
one Federal reformatory in actual
operation.
Basic to the operation of the
reformatory is the modified indeterminate sentence, and since the
beginning, in the reformatories for
women the greatest possible freedom has been given the women
superintendents, who are in charge
of most of them, to work out the
detail of the remedial treatment and
education which our American concepts of democracy accord to all
individuals.
Perhaps the fact that these wom-
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en have concentrated so intently
upon "doing the job" and testing
new methods, accounts for the fact
that they have written so little about
what they have done. It is fortunate that Dr. Lekkerkerker has been
moved to formulate the historic and
legal background and the underlying philosophy which gives this
movement so much significance,
while many of its trail blazers are
still living.
The section of the book dealing
with reformatory treatment gives
a most comprehensive review 6f the
present practice in successful operation in many institutions. It is a
veritable mine of information covering every phase of the work, from
the original study of the case on
admission, her classification, physical care, medical care, mental
hygiene, discipline, employment, vocational and cultural training, moral
and religious education, recreation
and physical education, maternity
service and general life in the institution; to the final preparation for
return to the community and her
parole.
The discussion of inmate participation in government serves to
clarify its possibilities and limitations in a correctional institution.
The chapters dealing with inmate
population and classification (both
of institutions and of inmates) leave
one with the definite feeling that
in view of the relatively small number of women in our reformatory
institutions, we can, with the cottage
plan of housing, successfully classify and treat a mixed population,
segregating in appropriate institutions only the extremes of mental
disease and defect.
The repeated reference to and
commendation of the classification
procedure in New Jersey, Connecti-
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cut, and the Federal Reformatory
is significant as indicating that the
"New Jersey Plan" of Classification has been successfully transplanted and warrants a wider application.
In discussing the contrasts between the administration of justice
in America and West European
countries, Dr. Lekkerkerker points
out that we have gone far in our
experiments in the "socialization of
the court"; that we have tended to
transfer functions from the judicial
to the non-judicial agency; that we
have "on the whole less confidence
in the courts and lawyers and more
confidence in executives and social
workers" than is the case in Europe.
This is accounted for in large
measure by the fact that in America
the practice of criminal law has
fallen into the hands of lawyers of
low professional standards; that our
public prosecutors and often our
judges are politically elected and
for short terms; that our technicalities and delays not to mention many
other matters shake the confidence
of the citizens in all the instruments of criminal justice while in
Europe, the most distinguished jurists and fine traditions place the
courts and penal institutions in the
high esteem of the citizens.
Dr. Lekkerkerker evaluates the
woman's reformatory as developed
in the United States, as worthy of
transplanting to European countries
where for the most part women are
still held in custody in the institutions for men under a regime organized to meet the needs of men and
based on a philosophy which exacts
punishment rather than looking toward restoration of the individual
to society.
. The extensive bibliography presented will be of great value to
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those who desire to inform themselves from original sources.
ELLEN C. POTTER, M. D.
New Jersey Department of Institutions and Agencies.
A

STUDY OF THE INDETERMINATE
SENTENCE, PROBATION AND PAROLE IN UTAH. By George Thomas,

Ph. D., and Adolph Ladru Jensen,
J. D. x+120 pp. The University
of Utah Press, Salt Lake City,
Utah, 1931. (Bulletin of the Univ.
of Utah, vol. 21, no. 7).
The title of this monograph might
better read "A Study of Probation,
the Indeterminate Sentence and
Parole", to conform with the logical
order of application of the methods
of treatment. Probation in its operation is unrelated to the indeterminate sentence, and while it is
partly comparable with parole is,
nevertheless, in practice entirely
separate. Probation receives exceedingly brief treatment in the study,
and might have been entirelyomitted,
since it is stated in the introduction
that the chief questions to be considered are: (1) Should the indeterminate sentence and parole be
abandoned or continued? (2) If
abandoned, what measures should
be substituted? (3) If continued,
what improvements should be made
in the laws themselves and their
administration?
The historical background presented in Part One makes conveniently available for the student a
substantial amount of pertinent
material. Part Two treats the criminal laws and their administration
in Utah, and thus deals directly with
the main purpose of the study.
Chapter Eight sets forth an interesting comparison between definite
and indeterminate sentences, showing in part "that the term of im-
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prisonment under the indeterminate
sentence law in Utah, for the period
studied, was on the average 16%
less than under the definite sentence
law." This finding is contrary to
the experience in other states. It is
further stated that "this decrease in
time served may well be ascribed to
the active operation of the parole
system, which became a realization
after the passage of the indeterminate
sentence law, but which was almost
a dead letter on the statutes under
the definite sentence law." The
study again sounds a wise note:
"Too much dependence, we realize,
cannot be placed upon parole statistics."
As to violations of parole, the
report shows "that the total percent
of parole violators and subsequent
offenders in Utah within one to five
years after the time they were paroled is 46.1 per cent, more than
twice as high as the Elmira Reformatory showing, and one-fourth
higher than the estimate for Illinois.
This indicates a need of more careful parole supervision and a longer
period of parole, when almost one
of every two men paroled is a parole violator or subsequent offender."
This showing suggests once again
that the indeterminate sentence and
parole, while sound in theory, suffer
through poor administration.
The fifteen points in the summary
and the fourteen recommendations
are highly progressive. The retention of the indeterminate sentence
and parole is urged. More attention
should have been given to the adequacy and the character of personnel
having to do with the administration of the indeterminate sentence
and parole. The success of parole is
very largely dependent, first, on the
careful preparation for and determination of fitness for parole; instead of, and, second, on the rela-
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tionship between the parole officer
and.the parolee. Only those of the
highest character and suitable personality should be selected for the
important work of supervising parolees.
The State of Utah will do well
to give serious attention to the summary and recommendations of this

study.
E. R. CASS.
Prison Association of New York.
THE TREATMENT OF BEHAVIOR DisORDERS FOLLOWING ENCEPHALITIS.
By Earl D. Bond, M. D., and
Kenneth E. Appel 163 pp. The
Commonwealth Fund, New York,
1931. $1.75.
This treatise is a summary of the
results obtained in the rehabilitation
of sixty-two "behavior problem"
children at the Pennsylvania Hospital. Forty-eight of these children
were post-encephalitic cases. The
problem of a suitable place to care
for such children was a very difficult one. General hospitals, hospitals for mental diseases and reformatories had been tried without success. In each case the child disrupted
the institutional regime adding tremendously to the work of the
institution, while the latter did little,
if any, good to the patient. The
early part of the book contains an
excellent chapter on the disease itself. The remainder is devoted to a
discussion of the organization of
the school, the treatment of the
patients, the experiences of the
authors in their various experiments
with different forms of treatment
and the results of the hospitalization. The book contains many case
histories and the authors were evidently unusually wise and honest in
the choice of their cases.
Both
successes and failures are described

in an extremely interesting manner.
The book will be found almost invaluable to anyone who has to deal
with children. Of course, all people
who are actually working with postencephalitics will read it. It is
doubtful, however, if they will gain
more from perusing these pages
than will the teachers, the juvenile
court workers, the psychiatric social
workers and the parents who it is
hoped' will read it. Although the
work was done in a hospital the
treatment was actually carried out
in a residential school setting. The
"long-distance point of view" was
found to be exceptionally helpful.
All problems which came up, all
treatments recommended, were considered, not from the point of view
of its immediate effects, but of the
final outcome of such a form of
behavior or treatment. It is unfortunate that so little was said of the
part played by the social workers.
We assume that these social workers had psychiatric training but this
is not mentioned. In conclusion, it
may be said that the book is well
worth reading and several chapters
worth re-reading. To the individual
who becomes interested in doing
further work with the problem of
post-encephalitis the numerous references will be of considerable
assistance.
FREDERICK

J.

GAUDET.

Dana College.
EDUCATION, CRIME, AND SOCIAL
PROGRESS. By W. C. Bagley. xv
+150 pp. Macmillan, New York,
1931. $1.20.
The purpose of this volume is to
discover "the elements of weakness
in American education" and "to
"replace these with elements of
strength." As a discussion of contemporary educational theories, it
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His analysis of crime is especially
interesting and instructive. He defines penal law as a system of sanctions for the safeguarding of determined "juridical goods." (p. 123).
Penal law is not, according to him,
essentially objective law, as it is
with Carrara, but subjective and in
the interests of the State (p. 59).
The penal law has a personal quality and does not attach to ascendants
or descendants of the criminal. The
author disagrees with Ferri insofar
as the latter believes it just to allow
fines to be transmitted to the heirs
of the criminal after his death.
(p. 61). Ferri is, I think, right.
The author accepts some ideas of
the Positive School of Italy-who
does not today? To paraphrase a
famous saying of Sir William Harcourt: We are all Positivists in
criminal law now; or at least the
ideas of the Positive School have
vitally and profoundly transformed
the penal systems of all nations in
the last fifty years. As a rule, however, Massari combats the ideas of
this School. He commits, I think, a
grave error when he accuses the
Positive School of believing in the
"fatality of crime."
(p. 105).
Such an error is common in this
LE DOTTRINE GENERALI DEL DIRITTO country, but not in Italy where the
PENALE. [The General Doctrine
powerful and lucid discussions of
of Criminal Law] By Eduardo Ferri and others have exploded the
Massari. 350 pp. Nicola Jovene
old beliefs.
& C., Naples, 1930. L.50.
The author is courageous, considThis book by Professor Massari
ering the present conditions in Italy,
in discussing political crime. (p.
deals with the penal law of Italy.
It is divided into four parts: The 53). He is liberal and generous
positive quality of penal law, the here. But in his discussion of the
penal norm and its violation, the death penalty (p. 253) in which he
theory of punishment, and the ex- comes out in favor of the penalty
tinction of the right to punish. It and thus sustains the new Code, he
is a short and compact commentary
is dogmatic, unsatisfactory, and
upon the new Italian Code and a weak.
The American will read with indiscussion of general principles
terest the discussion of the notion
from the historical and comparative
of guilt (p. 62-3) in which he expoints of view.
fulfills this purpose, and he who is
interested in the right and left wing
developments in our schools, will
find this discussion both sensible
and provocative. Otherwise the title
is a misnomer, having little to do
with crime or progress. Most of
the eight essays are not concerned
at all with either of these topics.
Being theoretical, the book is full
of unfounded generalizations and
vague terms. "Spirit of individualism", "dynamic idealism", "virile
virtues", "educational
expansion
outward and upward", "disciplined
freedom", "more change", "real
progress", and "high order structures" are a few of the latter. This
volume is an illustration of the fact
that discussions before teachers' institutes cannot be transformed into
a useful book by the addition of
footnotes. Furthermore there is a
tinge of the ironic in the author's
twice repeated reference to the
enormous enrollment of teachers in
summer schools and the publication
of "Eight Essays on Educational
Theory" under the above title.
HAROLD A. PHELPS.
University of Pittsburgh.
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amines Garofalo's definition; of aircraft, aerial space, and crime (p.
41), the locus of crime (pp. 44-45)
and amnesty. (p. 341 seq.).
For the student of Comparative
Law the following are instructive:
The definition of insanity in the
Italian Code-"Knowlekdge and liberty of action" are essential to
crime. (p. 102). The discussion
of the famous and troublesome doctrine of obedience to superior
orders. (p. 78). Is the agent excused? The author thinks the agent
should not obey blindly. Fines are
said to be unequal in their effects
upon rich and poor. The author believes fines should be graduated
according to the capacity of the
individual to pay. (p. 269). His
position is sound.' The principle of
territoriality applied by Italy whereby crimes committed outside of
Italy are punishable in Italy (p. 34)
is to be compared with the AngloAmerican. Finally, the vexed problem in American Constitutional Law
of method of interpretation-the
liberal or the analogical, is indirectly illuminated by the author's discussion of interpretation of the
penal law and of custom. The
author belongs to the more recent
and prevailing School which holds
that penal law is essentially written
(p. 11), but that custom may be
used to interpret or explain the law.
There must be "no progressive interpretation." (p. 25). This School
seems, however, to be nothing else
but the Old School, long familiar to
the Anglo-American law student, of
strict construction of the penal law.
The judge should not erect himself
into a legislator or revisor of laws
and there must be no judicial declaration of unconstitutionality. But
this does not mean he must not
interpret within limitations. These
limitations are literal and not ana-
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logical (p. 14). This is vague, as
all such discussions must be vague
and indefinite. We have done no
better in our text-books and in our
judicial decisions. The author seems
to be in accord with a recent deci'sion of the New York Court of
Appeals: In the matter of the investigation of the administration
and conduct of the various departments of the government of the
City of New York, etc.-in re
William F. Doyle, Appellant-No.
364, published in the New York
Times in full, August 11, 1931. See
also discussion in Sec. 41 of Principles of Constitutional Law, by W.
W. Willoughby, 1930, in which the
position of the United States Supreme Court, concerning the applicability of Constitutional provisions to modern conditions, is set
out.
RORERT FERRARI.

New York City.

DIE ALLGEMEINEN" LEHREN Volt
VERBRECHEN. (The General Doc-

trines of Crime) By Dr. Friedrich
Schaffstein. x+221 pp. Julius
Springer, Berlin, 1930. M 19.60.
This treatise on the development
of criminal law on its theoretical
side is characterized by the thoroughness and accuracy to be found
in the best German writers, and is
wholly creditable to the learned
author and the distinguished University in which he is a PrivatDozent. It is, moreover, destitute
of the involved rhetoric and archaic
terminology which mar the pleasure
a non-German, at least, finds in
reading many German university
publications.
The task the author sets for himself is in effect to trace the development of the view of crime and
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criminal law as generally held in
countries adopting the Roman Law
as the basis of their jurisprudence,
through the Common Law of Germany and German thought. The
history of this development in
Germany is found in four different
classes of publications-the Carolina
Commentaries on the famous C. C.
C., the Commentaries upon the
portions of the Digest and Institute
dealing with criminal law, the special systems of criminal law and the
almost innumerable monographs,
disputations, dissertations, etc.
The chronology of the development is divided into three periods:
1. From the Carolina (1532) till
the appearance of Carpzovius'
PracticaNova (1635) ;
2. From that time till the appearance of B6hmer's Elementa Juris
Criminalis (1737);
3. From that time till the last
decade of the 18th century.
The first of these periods was
characterized by the practically
complete dependence of German
theory upon foreign, chiefly Italian,
writers-not, indeed, going so far
as to copy them slavishly-and those
rather the contemporaries, Bartolus,
Baldus, etc. than the older writers,
while considerable assistance was
derived from the Dutch Damhouder,
the French Tiractuelles, the Spanish
Covaruvias, and others.
The second period exhibits the
influence of the epoch-making
PracticaNova which "in the course
of centuries has fluctuated between
the highest praise and the deepest
censure": it is characterized "by
the gradual abandonment, at least
in particulars, of the immediate
dependence upon Italian-Spanish
theory and its replacement by German theory of crime"-Struv's
Dissertationes Criminales (1671)
and Haunold's De Jure et Justitia
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Conziutativa (1671) date from this
period.
B6hmer's Elementa lurisprudentiae Criminalis (1732), preceded as
it was by Gfirtner's Institutiones
Juris Criminalis (1729) and Kemmerich's Synopsis Juris Criminalis
(1731), ushered in a new era followed by Meister's Principia Juris
Criminalis Gerinaniae Communis
(1755), his Observationes ad Carpzovii Practicam (1759) and Meditationes in Constitutionein Crimnalem Carolinarn (1770) and many
others. The new conceptions made
further progress along the path
blazed out by Carpzovius; what in
the previous period had been accepted but hestitatingly and amid
backsliding now became the highway.
The new and modern epoch was
ushered in by Kleinschrod's Systernatische Entwicklung der GrundThe Preface
begriffe (1794-1796)
correctly sets out the purpose of this
work-the author says that theretofore the writers had concerned
themselves either with the nature
of crime itself or the existing criminal law, but he proposed to make
an attempt to exhibit positive law
in connection with the philosophic
works.
Dr. Schaffstein discusses historically and critically-with great
acumen be it said-the theories of
most crimes: Act, Omission, SelfNecessity,
(Notwehr),
defence
Fraud, Mistake of Fact or of Law,
Attempt, Accident, Causa Causans
and Causa sine qua non, Accessories
(before and after the Fact), Degrees of Culpability, Conspiracy,
Prescription, etc. etc.
It would be impossible to give
even a synopsis of the wealth of
information here given. It will be
sufficient to extract an instance or
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two to illustrate the thoroughness
of the discussion.
Speaking of crime as an act the
product of the will (WiUenakt),
it is pointed out that early the conclusion was reached that crime was
"factum hominis vel dictum aut
scriptum", "factum a voluntate
hominis proveniens." -As early as
Damhouder (1570) this had become
a commonplace and consequently the
punishment of animals "qui nec
pecarunt nec peccare potuerunt",
common in ancient Roman and
German law was illogical and
wrong. Only in one case was the
old law, in that regard retained,
that is in Bestiality in which crime
beast as well as man was burned to
death apparently in all Germany.
But in this case the theory grew up
that it was' not the punishment of
the criminal for crime but simply
for the sake of decency to remove
everything which would remind of
the shameful act-the doctrine is
traced through Damhouder, Carpzov, Lobe, Geib, Frbhlich, and other
writers.
Necessitas, Notstand, Necessity,
is illustrated by the law in the case
of stealing to save from actual
starving.
The Carolina, Art. 166, contemplates exemption from punishment
of one who steals food to save
himself, his wife or children from
starving with hunger; the commentator Remus (1616) and several
others extend the exemption to
stealing clothes to save from starving with cold while Glasen (1685)
opposes the extension. Often it is
indicated that a trifling theft, not a
"furtem magnum" comes under Art.
166 C. C. C.-again it is only such
a theft as is necessary to meet an
immediate demand that is favored,
all others receiving ameliorated punishment, "poena extraordinaria".
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This book is well worth reading
by anyone interested in the history
of continental criminal law-the
very competent author would be the
last to think that all should agree
with him in everything. I am sure
he w ill not think it presumptuous or
discourteous when- I say (perhaps
from college reminiscense of the
long ago) that I think he underestimates Stephani.
WILLIAM RENWICK RIDDELL.
Osgoode Hall, Toronto.
DAs ERMESSEN DES STRAFRICHTERS.

(The Discretionary Powers of
the Judge in Criminal Cases.) By
H. Drost. xv+232 pp. Carl Heymanns Verlag, Berlin, 1930. M 14.
If it were not that this book had
a subtitle-Zugleich ein Beitrag zu
de2i, allgeineine3 Problemi Gesetz
und Richterant. (A Contribution to
the General Problem of Law and
Judicial Administration) - there
would seem to be an astounding
lack of proportion between the introduction and the specific subject
matter of the book. Dr. Drost discusses, pp. 1-80, the entire question
of judicial discretion, beginning
with "Das Wesen des Gesetzes" and
"Seinsbegriffe und Wertbegriffe in
der Rechtsandwendung:" He then
devotes pp. 80-122 to an historical
retrospect of the discussion of the
problem since the Renaissance and
pp 122-149 to discussion of the
peculiar obligatory force of statutes
in general, leaving therefore considerably less than half the book for
the examination of its specific subject.
We can scarcely regret it, because
Dr. Drost, if a young man, is a
keen and a learned one, and he gives
a rapid survey of the present condition in German jurisprudence and
incidentally provides a stimulating
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and careful evaluation of many
schools and doctrines. It may seem
excessively German that one cannot
discuss an increase in the judicial
power to determine punishment,
without going through a preliminary
examination of the nature of law
and the source of the obligatory
force of statutes, but it is a very
good practice to do that very thing
and the unfortunately prevailing
American tendency to discuss reforms in procedure and administration without clarifying our notions
of the basis and purposes of what
is administered, is an infinitely
poorer and less helpful way of
going about our business.
For what our business is in this
matter is clear enough in Germany
as in the United States, and the fact
that the specific question presented
is a- recurring one and has apparently been answered with sufficient
sharpness at various stages in our
development, does not preclude the
necessity of a renewed examination
when the question is once more presented to us, quite as though it had
never been asked before. How shall
we best administer the machinery
set up by the community to eliminate or restrict the activities of its
anti-social members? We are committed to a machinery that involves
as an essential element a body of
judges-that is, a group of men
upon whom devolves the function of
settling business disputes, adjusting
domestic difficulties and, to an increasing extent, guiding and directing the social, economic and national
policies of the country. Shall these
men in administering the criminal
law be sharply restricted in respect
of the nature and character of the
acts they are to reprehend and in
the manner in which they are to
reprehend them, or shall they be entrusted with a large range of powers
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in both respects? In other words,
can we for this vital commu-nal
end gain a certain elasticity and
adaptability by surrendering ourselves in part to the discretion of
magistrates who we may hope are
enlightened but who are certainly
overworked? Our alternative is to
provide so precisely in advance for
the classification of anti-social conduct and the means by which it is to
be redressed, that nothing is left to
the magistrate except the task of
ascertaining the fact, which will
always be a past event.
Which of these, too, is the more
advisable course to pursue? In the
historical discussions which fill the
major portion of the book, Dr. Drost
shows how both the Natural Law of
the Renaissance and the humanitarian movements of the eighteenth
century tended to move in the direction of restricting the discretion of
the judge. It became a cardinal
principle of human liberty that the
punishment of crime was to be precisely regulated by statute---mlla
poena sine lege.
The situation which led to this
sentiment was the fact that judges
were on the whole instrumentalities
of government and were frankly so
treated, and the sense of power as
well as the casual policy of a governing class determined who were
to be punished and how. An effort
was therefore made to withdraw
citizens from the range of arbitrary
power by making their punishment
depend on the nature of the act done,
to use the word of Montesquieu.
That involved a notion that there
was a certain scientific proportion
discoverable between the abstract
anti-social act and its appropriate
punishment. The highest level of
this theory was represented in the
Kantian school of Feuerbach which
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for so long a time dominated German thought.
We have come to believe-and
Dr. Drost gives a clear statement
of the process-that there is no such
fixed proportion, and the "Free
Law" movement in Germany and
France took as its principle the
cardinal doctrine of modern criminology that acts cannot be standardized and that punishment must be
individual. As it is phrased in the
Italian school, the proper study of
criminology is il delinquente, not
it delitta. We can see how the reactionaries of the eighteenth century
would have greeted with delight this
apparent confirmation of their methods, but it is scarcely necessary
to point out that there is no sympathy or affinity between the theories that issued in the torture
chamber and the stake, and the ideas
that animated von Liszt and
Saleilles, Lombroso and Ferri.
Dr. Drost concludes by taking a
position in regard to the three
fundamental theories of punishment
-retribution,
"special prevention"
and "general prevention." He rejects retribution completely as incompatible with modern ideas, however much supported by what by
many is still supposed to be the
divine theory of government. As
between "general prevention" which
looks to the suppression of certain
classes of acts and "special prevention" which has in view prevention
of anti-social acts on the part of a
specific individual, he inclines somewhat to the latter, since he feels that
this course may have a generally
deterrent effect while punishments
intended as general deterrents often
fail in specific cases.
It is evident from what has been
said that Dr. Drost does not profess
to do more than clarify the conditions surrounding a portentously

difficult problem. His book will for
that purpose be read with great advantage. Indeed, it gives incidentally so many side-glances into the
whole field of modern German juristic thought that it will servc as an
excellent orientation for students of
jurisprudence. The new situation in
Germany presents ample scope for
the application both of scientific
thought and scientific methods, and
the German habit of taking theories
seriously will compel these methods
to justify themselves. Dr. Drost's
book is an excellent example of the
sound critical study which such a
habit makes common.
MAX RADIN.

University of California.

LEHRBUTcH DER FORENSISCHEN PSY-

[Textbook in Forensic
By Dr. Rudolph
Psychiatry].
Michel. viii+274 pp. Urban and
Schwarzenberg, Berlin, 1931.
cHiATRIE.

This book, which is a much needed addition to the volumes possessed
by the attaches of the courts, is very
interesting mainly because of the
two points of view whereby the
author looks at the criminal-the
philosophic and the psychiatric.
Imbedded within both is an obviously legal attitude.
In addition to this there exists
the remarkable fact that this German publication possesses brevity
and conciseness-and avoids all
deviations from this title. The subject matter is presented with a simplicity of form and vocabulary which
permits of readers not only of the
scientific circles but also of the lay
groups. This alone is of merit.
The subject matter of the volume is divided into two parts. The
first, which may be designated as
the biology of the criminal, dis-
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cusses this individual quite thoroughly from a social point of view.
Gradually leading the reader
through a historical survey of
group attitudes toward the individual who becomes a social outcast; the author swings suddenly
into a discussion of the present day
concepts of the criminal. He enlarges upon his subject with a
rather complete dissertation upon
criminal psychology and criminal
acts-pointing out in some instances his opinions of the mechAfter having
anisms involved.
presented this asocial individual to
the reader as a human being-as
one who has deviated from the
traditional standards of accepted
behavior, the author turns to the
methods and means of dealing with
him. Here, again, with a definitely
broad and philosophic point of
view he is exceedingly generous to
the criminal. His attitude is that
of a kindly and wise father dealing
with his wayward son.
The second part of the volume is
less philosophic and more didactic.
This alteration in form causes the
book to lose some of its fire and
vigor and to drag, at times for
pages, through material which is
entirely unoriginal. This portion
of the book is mainly an enumeration of all of the known adult mental
diseases. He introduces the section by discussing very concisely
what psychiatry is and its place in
the court-and then quite suddenly,
as though he had completely finished this theme (which if elaborated would have formed a most
valuable portion of the book) he
plunges into the cause of mental
disease, the relation of mental disease to constitution, and the general symptomatology of abnormal
mental states. Having completed
this and relating nothing new, he

then takes each mental disease and
gives, very briefly, a synopsis of
its etiology, symptoms, diagnosis,
course and treatment. Very little
is mentioned concerning their legal
status which is of importance.
Those statements which are made
are brief-too brief.
The book, excepting the first section which is very short, might well
be called a primer of psychiatry,
for although the matter presented
is excellent and lucid for the layman and lawyer interested in
mental disease, the amount of space
relinquished to an actual discussion
of the relationship of psychiatric
phenomena to various criminal acts
and criminals, and the methods
which should be used in dealing
with them is surprisingly smalland in this respect the work is disappointing.
FRANKLIN G. EBAUGH,

M.D.

Colorado Psychopathic Hospital.
MITTEILUNGEN DER KRIMINALBIOLOGISCHEN GESELLSCHAFT: BAND

III. TAGUNG IN MfNCHEN . . .
1930. [Proceedings of the Crimino-Biological Society, Meeting
in Munich, 1930.] 202 pp. Ulr.
Mosers Verlag, Graz. 1931, S.
26.
The Crimino-Biological Society
is a young but already important
and promising factor in Germany's
penal progress. The proceedings of
its third meeting contain information and material which is valuable
and informative for many reasons.
The 167 members (October, 1930)
represent not only leaders in scientific research and teaching in the
fields of law, criminology, penology,
sociology, psychiatry, psychology,
biology, and education, but also
high administrative and judicial officials, from federal and state de-
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partments, state attorneys, police,
and prison authorities to actual directors of bureaus and divisions for
the examination of prisoners, thus
combining in a unique and instructive manner the theoretical,
scientific, administrative and practical sides of the field. The same
happy combination is reflected in
the present volume of the proceedings. It contains twelve original
addresses - besides discussion and
resolutions-by leaders in the field
of crimino-biology from Bavaria,
Prussia, Saxony, and outside of
Germany from Austria and Russia.
In addition to the three German
states mentioned the state of Hamburg has also adopted officially a
method of crimino-biological examination of prisoners.
The goals, and accordingly the
organization and methods, of ciimino - biological examinations still
vary considerably. Two main principles may be discerned: one group
focussing on the discovery and
establishment of definite biological
(i. e. physical and mental), character, and sociological determinants
of crime; the other group endeavoring to determine with the individual
lawbreaker which factors in his personality and total social situation
combined have been liabilities and
which may be utilized as assets in
his social reeducation and rehabilitation. The pioneers and representatives of the first group, which
originated in Bavaria,- have contributed to the present volume the
following articles: "The CriminoBiological Examination of Convicted Prisoners in Bavaria," by
Dr. Theodor Viernstein, psychiartist, the founder and director of
the Central Examination Bureau of
Bavaria, which was located first in
the penitentiary at Straubing and is
now affiliated with the Deutsche
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.Forschungsanstaltfilr Psychiatriein
Munich (German Central Research
Bureau in Psychiatry); tnen an
article on the same subject by the
warden of the prison for first-term
prisoners in Nuremberg, Mr. Otto
Kahl. The article by the psychiartist Dr. Ernst Riidin of Munich
on "Methodq and Goals of Biological Examination of Law Offenders,
With Especial Emphasis on Heredity"; that by Dr. Rainer Fetscher of
Dresden on "Crimino - Biological
Experiences with Sex Offenders";
and, finally the article by the Russian professor S. Poznyschew on
"The Crimino-Psychological Examinations and Their Task," are all
characterized by a more or less
cautious attempt at developing typical data, tangible general and possibly generic facts concerning the
personality and the environmental
conditioning of the criminal. In
contradistinction to the Russian
scientist, the Germans are found to
avoid the direct setting up of types,
having passed that phase of development in the previous years of
the Society's existence.
The articles by the two psychologists, Professor Karl Marbe, of
Wiirzburg, and Professor Ernst
Seelig, of Graz, dealing with the
"Psychological Phenomenon of Lying in Relation to Personality," present to the reader interesting discussions of the problem without
confining it to the law offenders.
These articles contain an element
which makes the whole volume so
interesting and valuable, i. e., they
begin to deal with the mixture, combination and interrelationship of
general and specific, typical and individualistic, static and dynamic'
factors, which is the fundamental
difficulty and fascination of the
study of socially maladjusted personalities.
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The second main principle of
crimino - biological
examination,
which is of more recent origin and
stresses the dynamic factors in personality and environment, is not so
clearly represented. Hans von Hentig's exceedingly interesting discussion of "Causes of Crime: Biological Bases and Social Results" develops in sociological and psychological terms a complex theory
(based on practical observation, as
he says) of a constitutional criminal disposition, which however may
be subject to modifications through
processes of growth and environmental influences, because "all organisms live, that is they go through
cycles of metamorphoses."
Actual problems of treatment for
which the crimino-biological examination shall furnish the basic facts
are dealt with in the articles by the
three jurists and by the Counselor
to the Ministry of Welfare in Saxony, Mr. Hans Maier. None of
these legal discussions, however,
discuss actual prison treatment,
where in fact the final test and application of all personality diagnosis
and prognosis lie, but they confine
themselves to problems of the criminal code, the law of procedure, the
judge's utilization of crimino-biological reports, and the rights of the
accused and the convicted prisoner
in reference to the examination.
These articles by a District Attorney, Dr. Lersch, the Professor of
Criminal Law and Director of the
Criminological Institute of the University of Graz, Dr. Adolf Lenz,
and the Professor of Criminal Law
at the University of Miinster, Dr.

Ernst Rosenfeld, are significant for
the reception which crimino-biological research has found in Germany. Although it is still in its
experimental period it has been
recognized by the legal profession,
the judges, state attorneys, and professors of law, as well as by legislators and administrators, as a
scientific development of exceptional
practical importance, both for the
application of the law as it exists
today and for its future growth and
progress towards becominj a finer
and more widely applicable instrument of social engineering. The
representative of the Federal Department of Justice, Dr. Schaefer,
said in his words of welcome to the
third meeting of the Crimino-Biological Society: "In the whole civilized world the philosophies of
criminal law are changing: the living law offender knocks at the
portals of an abstract, formative
science."
It is this conscientious, scientific,
constructive cooperation between the
learned jurist, the criminologist,
the psychiatrist, the psychologist,
and the sociologists, which gives to
these proceedings of the Society and
to the crimino-biological work in
general a significance beyond the
boundaries of Germany. Shortcomings in organization and- technique
which the American reader will discover in some of the articles, are
overbalanced by the visible growth
towards integration of fundamental
principles of law, medicine, and applied educational sociology.
CLARA
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